Keeping Seniors Safe

Enviral Tech

Zone Surface Check Kit

Dual pathogen: COVID and influenza

Year-round protection against communicable diseases
Detecting the presence of pathogens early in senior and skilled nursing communities can prevent outbreaks and save
lives. The presence of pathogens on surfaces is one of the earliest signs of communicable diseases within a community.
Enviral Tech’s Zone Kit for Surface Testing detects those pathogens with the swipe of a swab and provides infection
surveillance year-round.
The COVID and influenza Zone Surface Check Kit detects both pathogens on high-traffic surfaces to detect the presence
of infectious individuals in the community up to 5 days earler than other methods can. With rigorous infection control
expected within senior and nursing communities, confidence in proper infection control protocols is paramount.

This is a subscription for weekly
surveillance testing
•
•
•
•
•

Every week, we send you one kit per zone to be
tested
Swab 8 surfaces inside each zone
Ship the swab to our lab overnight (postage-paid
label included)
We look for both pathogens in your set of swabs
We provide you with a simple report within 24 hours
of receiving your swabs: 1 zone, 8 surfaces, 1 result

What is a zone?
A zone is a set of 8 high-traffic surfaces in your building
that are accessed by a limited and traceable group of
people. Our research shows that 8 is the optimal number of surfaces to test to detect an outbreak in senior and
long-term care.

What are your benefits?
•

Minimize outbreaks and alleviate testing fatigue for
residents and staff via non-invasive testing

•

Validate your infection control procedures

•

Regain the trust of the public and increase census
by publishing the certificate of testing to highlight
your commitment to high quality standard of safety

•

Make rapid decisions confidently based on the
simple weekly report

What is included?
•

8 swabs with collection tubes, gloves, disinfecting
wipe, simple instructions and a postage-paid
overnight shipping label

•

A clear weekly report within 24 hours that tell you
if your zone has been exposed to COVID-19 and/or
influenza

•

Rapid, responsive and personalized support via
phone or email, 7 days a week

Pricing
Product

Cost per zone

Onboarding fee

Zone Surface Check Kit, dual pathogen: COVID and influenza

$500.00 / month

$1,000.00 (waived through 1/31/21)

Keeping Seniors Safe

1509 Westec Dr., Eugene, Oregon 97402 (541) 362-1361

Order kits, find support, and learn more at

www.EnviralTech.com

